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Writing the story of Cat’s Bad Dream 
 

 
Planning your story: 
 

1. Imagine that, just like Chicken, Cat was sleeping. 

She too was having a bad dream. 

2. Which scary animals might be in her bad dream?    

Come up with scary animals of your own or use some of these 

creatures: 

 
wasp        wolf       crow       eagle        killer whale       lizard      

shark         spider          rat            bat          scorpion           
 

3. Now get ready to note down your ideas in your book. You can 

lay it out like the Story Planner below or record your ideas in 

your own way. 

4. Write the name of the first scary animal you think might be in 

Cat’s dream and add a describing word, e.g. Grey Wolf was in 

her dream. Is wolf a he or a she?  

5. What two things do you think Wolf might be doing in the dream 

to frighten poor old Cat? 

Use and to join your two ideas together: He was howling and 

snarling at her. 
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6. Do the same thing for two more animals: e.g. sneaky Rat and 

furry Tarantula. 

7. Then Cat woke up. Say what Cat then does to be safe: Cat hissed 

and dashed back through the cat flap into the house. 

 

Writing out your story 

1. When you have finished noting your ideas, carefully copy out the 

whole story in your very best handwriting onto a clean page or a 

piece of paper. 

2. If you want to, you can have more than three animals in your 

story. Write about more animals you want to include.  

3. Add drawings of all the animals from your story around the 

edges.
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Story Planner 

 

 
Cat was sleeping. She was having a bad dream. 
 

 

______________________ was in her dream.  

 

S/he was 

____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

______________________ was in her dream.  

 

S/he was 

_____________________________________________________

____________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

______________________ was in her dream.  

 

S/he was 

_____________________________________________________

___________ 

_____________________________________________________ 
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Then Cat woke up. She 

____________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

  Now use a piece of paper to write out your story. 

o Use your best handwriting for your sentences. 

o Put neat regular spaces between your words. 

o Use an initial capital letter and a full stop for all your sentences.   
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